Investigating consumer smart home vulnerability
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines vulnerabilities in various common smart home
devices, specifically risks and security challenges they may entail
for the consumer. Investigations have focused on exploring if earlier reported risks still exist in the current (2019 - 2020) versions
of hardware. Although many of earlier reported risk seem fixed in
later device updates, there are however still potential risks present
in some of the tested devices.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing ➝ Ubiquitous and mobile computing ➝ Ubiquitous and mobile devices. • Security and privacy ➝ Security in hardware.

Smart home technology is also known as Home automation [9]
and denotes the use of devices that are connected to a network
(most often, a local network and the Internet). The devices use sensors and other appliances connected to IoT and can be remotely
configured, monitored and accessed. They can also provide services according to the needs of the users. With smart home devices
users are able to control and monitor their devices from apps on
their smartphones even when not home. Through such services, a
user may e.g. adjust the home thermostat so that a home will be
warm and perhaps with music playing upon your arrival. Smart
home technology has also been reported beneficial for people with
special needs, as it helps them with accommodating [10-11].
Some of the more common smart home devices are [12]:
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Smart home devices seem to become increasingly popular, with sales growing from USD 55B (2016) to 174B in 2025 [1]. Today,
household devices range from e.g. smart fridges to home assistants
and house locks [2]. Major brands such as Amazon and Google
are also broadening their product range to include devices such as
smart speakers that respond to voice commands [3].
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There are however expressed many concerns about the high rate of
“smartification" [4]. It has been said (although not verified) that
“everything connected to the Internet can probably be hacked” [5].
Because of the wide range of settings and control methods that can
deployed, risks such as identity theft and ransomware increase [6].
Smart home technologies came on market in the early 2000s [7].
Since then, the range of devices and volume of sales has grown
rapidly. Global smart home market statistics and forecasts vary,
but most report at least 100% growth 2016 to 2022 [8]; the US
speaker market has grown from 7% (2017) to 31% (2019) [ibid.].
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In the reported study, speakers and a light bulb have been evaluated, together with media streaming units and a router. The latter
device will probably not (in itself) be considered a smart device
but is central in the communication with all the others.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Testing network security is not new [see 13-14 for overviews]. In
later years, many studies have focused on smart homes in specific,
as a novel, hence vulnerable, area of application [15-16].
As stated in [14], “Billions of IoT devices are expected to populate our environments and provide novel pervasive services by interconnecting the physical and digital world.” The increased connectivity of all such everyday objects may, besides offering new smart
services in homes, also open for criminal, malicious attacks, or for
information collection about the user (without consent) [17]. These
threats are even further augmented by the resource constraints and
heterogeneity of low-cost IoT devices, which make current hostbased and static perimeter-oriented defense mechanisms unsuitable for dynamic IoT environments. [14]

The general availability of free Internet tools for intrusion detection (but also exploration of networks and devices) has long been
seen as a risk [18]. Reports on smart home threats and vulnerability
are found in thousands. A database search (May 27, 2020) on the
key-phrase “security risks smart home”, filtered for peer-review,
articles and journals, and from 2015 and onwards generated more
than 3,000 hits.
There are several articles/studies published on types of devices examined in this study, e.g. on speakers [19], TVs [20], and voice-controlled devices such as Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa [21].
Many more will no doubt be published in the years to come. If one
thing is obvious from the literature review, it will be that there are
many more challenges to meet, and many more studies needed to
explore and exploit vulnerability in what many end users consider
being “safe” devices [22].

3. TOOLS AND DEVICES
3.1 Software packages

3.2.1 Bose 300 Home Speaker
This device is manufactured by Bose Corporation [37]. The product was launched summer of 2019 and has Google Assistant [38]
and Alexa [39] built in. The Bose 300 can be connected to a home
network using Wi-Fi, which enables usage of Google Assistant,
Alexa, Apple Airplay 2 [40] and a mobile app called Bose Music
to control it. Controls include e.g. an equalizer, assigning presents
to the 6 buttons on top, managing which device that may connect
via Bluetooth and enabling integrated music services (e.g. Spotify,
Deezer, Amazon music, etc.). The speaker also has a touch button
on top that can be used to turn off the microphone. This is however a touch button - and not a physical switch.
There are four ways to play audio on the speaker: using the aux
port, connect via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, and use voice commands.

3.2.2 Google Home Speaker

A range of publicly available packages have been used, to mimic
earlier reported work. Tests have been run on traditional computers
(Windows, Linux) as well as on e.g. a Raspberry Pi setup. Many
of the packages used in this study are described in length in [23].

The Google Home speaker is part of a more extensive system developed by Google [41]. The unit uses voice commands to interact
with Google Assistant services. The product was introduced to the
consumer market in November 2016, followed by more Google
Home products that were released in 2017-2019 [42]. The user
must install the Google Home app to configure the device.

3.1.1 TCPDump

3.2.3 TP-Link Archer C50

This tool will detect packages from a certain device or adapter
[24]. It was installed on a Raspberry Pi unit and used for “man in the
middle” [25] attacks which allowed monitoring of data sent from
the smart device being tested. For more on this tool, see [26-27].

Wireshark [28] is a tool for analyzing data packets. Different from
TCPDump, this is a GUI tool that allows for isolating streams
such as an entire conversation during a TCP session. Several reports discuss this tool in greater detail, e.g. [29-30].

The Archer C50 is a Wi-Fi Router from TP-Link [43] and became
available on the market in the autumn of 2017. It allows for a total
of 1200 Mbps available bandwidth and supports guest network
access. The guest network can also be used by signing up through
Facebook. The device can be controlled using a mobile app called
TP-Link Tether. This app allows network management, and includes: Filters, applying updates, listing all connected devices, sharing a Wi-Fi, setup of SSID and password for the device, etc. The
device also allows for a web UI to manage similar (in some cases,
extended) settings.

3.1.3 Routersploit

3.2.4 Nvidia Shield

Routersploit [31] is a tool that searches for exploits (modules that
take advantage of identified vulnerabilities) for embedded devices. For more details on this tool, see [23, 32].

This device (from Nvidia, [44]) connects to your TV and enables
the user to stream e.g. shows, movies, and games.

3.1.4 Sparta

A Google Chromecast unit connects to a TV via HDMI and gives
access to multiple streaming services, e.g. Netflix and YouTube.
It is controlled through the Google Home app [45].

3.1.2 Wireshark

This is a python GUI application [33] (rather than a separate tool)
that makes it easier to see where there are weaknesses in a network. For example, several stages from Nmap (used to discover
open ports on hosts) [34] will display potential connections.

3.1.5 Miranda
Miranda [35] is used to find devices that use UPnP and extract information from packages sent with UPnP. For other work, see [36].

3.2 Devices
Security concerns were tested in different smart home devices.
The aim was to investigate a smaller selection of fairly common
devices, rather than aiming at a broader set of available products.

3.2.5 Google Chromecast

3.2.6 LIFX Light Bulb
The range of home devices has been expanded in recent years.
Among new appliances with connectivity are home lighting. The
LIFX light bulb [46] is a smart bulb which has the possibility to
change color using an app or by integration with a system such as
Google Home. Security lighting issues also covers smart cities [47].

3.2.7 Samsung Smart TV (2015 and 2019)
The last devices tested were Samsung [48] smart TVs: a 32-inch
unit (UE32) from 2015 and a Samsung Q9 (55-inch) from 2019.
The devices used in this study allows for some pairing comparisons (speakers, streaming devices, different manufacturing years

for TVs). The remaining two represents a common component in
any smart home (router) and a fairly new addition (light bulb) that
may seem to be a “simple” device but is connected, and can hence
be used as an entry point to network explorations.

4. RESULTS FROM TESTING
The next section will present results from the tests. First will be a
list of open ports and comments to their use (and potential risk).
This will be followed by examples of data that can be detected.

4.1 Bose 300 Home Speaker

4.2 Google Home Speaker
Testing a different brand speaker made way for comparisons. The
Google unit seemed to be a well secured device. Apart from music
service (provider) information and data about which current music
piece was being played, no further data sharing was detected.

4.2.1 Open Ports
Some ports were detected open, but only ones needed for device
functionality. When trying to connect to these ports all attempts
were immediately terminated.

The Bose speaker was found to have passable security with three
open ports. User data could also be collected (but not passwords.)

4.1.1 Open Ports
The box had two open ports: http and zeroconf. It was also found
that ftp, rtsp and realserver ports sometimes were open (but regularly switched from open to filtered).

Figure 4. Detecting open ports (Google Home Speaker).

4.2.2 Data Packages

Figure 1. Detecting open ports (Bose 3000 Home Speaker).

The testing was unable to detect and interpret personal data packages from the Google Home device, apart from music player type
and music currently listened to. The other packages seemed highly
secured (encrypted).

4.1.2 Data Packages
The unit also sends numerous packages trough the network, such
as connectivity checks every 5 minutes, and extensive information
about songs played on Spotify, Deezer and radio.
Figure 5. Displaying user data (Google Home Speaker).

4.3 TP-Link Archer C50
Most home configurations will include a router hence it seemed to
be a logical device type to include in the testing.

4.3.1 Open Ports
Figure 2. Displaying user data (Bose 3000 Home Speaker).

The box sends unencrypted TCP-data with personal information
about the user when using Deezer. Figure 3 shows examples of
such data: name, email, gender, birthdate, country, and language.

Upon router reset, a port scan was performed to detect all ports set
open by default. Four ports were found open. Most important was
the SSH port. There are many reports on breaches committed
through such ports (e.g. brute force attacks) because if breached it
allows for almost full control of the device [49-50].

Figure 6. Open ports (TP-Link Archer C50 Router)
Figure 3. Displaying user data (Bose 3000 Home Speaker).

4.3.2 Exploits

4.4 NVidia Shield

An Internet search for exploits (and listing of tools) was also performed. The acquired information was tested on the device. Some
of the Internet information was found not valid anymore.

The next two devices tested are both used for media connectivity.
The unit is connected to a TV set and once operational, it allows
the user to stream different media services, e.g. Netflix, YouTube,
or gaming.

4.3.2.1 Default Credentials
After reset, the default credentials could be accessed with the tool
Routersploit. This operation enabled full control of the router's
GUI, and possibilities to adjust any of the initial settings.

The NVidia Shield was found to have the tightest security of all
devices tested. The device exploration did not reveal any personal
information. The only data that was detected remotely accessible
were pictures of the Netflix series thumbnails.

4.4.1 Open Ports
The unit had 3 open (but secured) ports: http, ajp13 and https-alt.

Figure 10. Open ports (NVidia Shield).

4.4.2 Data Packages
Figure 7. Using exploits for access (TP-Link Archer C50).
Enabling a physical reset may be difficult without direct access to
the router but the tests showed that access to configuration and the
GUI was possible through freely available tools.

Much of the data this device sends is encrypted, but thumbnails
loaded by Netflix were readable (which may be seen as a type of
personal information). Testing the shield also revealed that connectivity checks were performed every minute.

Figure 11. Netflix thumbnails (NVidia Shield).

4.5 Google Chromecast
The Chromecast, part of Googles Home range of devices has been
available on the market since 2013 [45]. With total sales exceeding
55 million (2017) [51], it is a very common device in many homes.

4.5.1 Open Ports

Figure 8. GUI access (TP-Link Archer C50).

Five ports were detected open but secured – all attempts to access
them in this study failed. Three were the same as for the NVidia
shield (http, ajp13, and https-alt), and two more were cslistener
and scp-config.

4.3.2.2 Denial Of Service
Among exploits found through the Internet search was one that
suggested a possible use of Denial of Service (DoS). Attempts to
invoke this method were however unsuccessful, indicating that the
manufacturer has fixed this potential security breach since it was
made publicly known.
Figure 12. Open ports (Google Chromecast).

4.5.2 Data Packages
During uptime, data seems well secured (no access was found) but
a performing a device reset revealed information about the system
itself and the network to which it was connected.
Figure 9. Attempting DoS exploit (TP-Link Archer C50).

With access to such data, there are possibilities to find vital device
values, e.g. MAC and IP addresses. Accessing uptime data of the
device may also reveal when the user is home or not.

4.7.2 Data Packages
A data search was done using the Miranda tool on the UPnP ports.

Figure 13. Data access (Google Chromecast).
Figure 16. Miranda Search (Samsung Smart TV 2015).

4.6 LIFX Light Bulb
A light bulb may be seen as a “simple” and “harmful” device
compared to the others tested. It has limited functionality – but
being part of the network, it may be used as an entry point for
other exploration. Studies of smart bulbs (different brands, [5253]) have revealed a security flaw in the ZigBee [54] protocol.
This exploit was however not relevant in tests of this device, as
the ZigBee protocol was not used.

The search enables a user to see which device(s) that will be using
UPnP and list them. This means (from a security point of view)
that with any device using UPnP, XML files will be readable (as
seen in figure 18) and potentially reveal privacy-oriented data.

4.6.1 Open Ports
Only two ports were found open: http and zeroconf (both secured).

Figure 14. Open ports (LIFX light bulb).

4.6.2 Data Packages
There were packages send by the device but none of them seemed
to contain (for the tests) usable information. The bulb connects to
104.198.46.246 (the LIFX server) using TLSv1.2 and secure TCP.

Figure 17. Miranda information (Samsung Smart TV 2015).
Miranda testing also revealed XML packages. Data included e.g.
device type, serial/model number and manufacturer.

4.7 Samsung Smart TVs (2015 and 2019)
The set of testing devices also made possible a comparison between
two devices from the same manufacturer, but with different release
years. This allowed a review whether security had been updated.
Initially, a scan for open ports was performed. Both devices had
several ports open. Most notably was UPnP. Using Miranda, information sent with the UPnP service was found. Exploits were
also attempted but did not work well as most require physical contact with the device before continuing to work remotely (and all
tests in this paper’s design were done through networks).

4.7.1 Open Ports
The 2015 unit had 5 open ports. Most interesting was the UPnP
port, which has been reported for security breaches [55].

Figure 15. Open ports (Samsung Smart TV 2015).

Figure 18. XML-file (Samsung Smart TV 2015).
Inspecting the Pcap files indicated that handling of information
was not completely secure. The user's search history could simply
be found in plain text between the data packets. Figure 19 shows a
search for YouTube with the TV’s default browser.

Figure 19. Browser search (Samsung Smart TV 2015).

The 2015 unit was then compared with a more contemporary
(2019) device to see if security had improved in later models.

4.7.3 Open Ports (Samsung Smart TV 2019)
The newer unit had more ports open, possibly due to new services
from Samsung; an arrangement that may compromise security.
Further Miranda testing also detected more UPnP ports than 2015.
Figure 25. Old user search data (Samsung Smart TV 2019).

4.8 Reviewing Tests

Figure 21. Open ports (Samsung Smart TV 2019).
Accessing device data resembled what was found in the 2015 unit.

The tests run in this study are fairly simple and may not be able to
fully penetrate the devices. The aim was to use only simple tools
that are readily available, and test commonly used smart home devices. Because of the situation at time of the study (the Covid-19
pandemic) lockdowns forced experiments to be carried out in a
home environment, and on available devices - rather than in an
advanced, fully equipped forensic laboratory and on more devices.

5. DISCUSSION
From the tests, it would seem as some devices have improved
over the years with respect to security – but not all. Some of the
earlier security flaws have however been corrected. A reason for
doing so may be that neglecting security could be costly if exploited, and consumers may distrust the brand’s products. Many reports echo concern in this regard ([57-59].

6. CONCLUSIONS
Figure 22. UPnP information (Samsung Smart TV 2019).

Even though there is still a potential for improvements (e.g. in the
Samsung smart TVs and the router), there are also results that indicate a higher level of security today in the tested devices.

4.7.4 Data Packages (Samsung Smart TV 2019)
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